
   
  
   
  
   
  
  
   
  
   
  
 Getting It Right For Every Child & The 

Named Person Scheme 
An Overview For Sport  



This briefing paper is designed for all sports organisations working with 
children and young people.  The purpose of the paper is to increase 
knowledge and understanding of the GIRFEC approach and the Named Person 
Scheme across the sporting workforce.  We would encourage all sports 
governing bodies to share this document with their staff team, affiliated clubs 
and members to ensure that all adults playing a role within the sporting lives 
of children and young people have a good understanding of key changes and 
their role within ensuring the wellbeing and protection of children and young 
people.   
  What is GIRFEC? 
 
The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 is designed to improve the wellbeing of children and young people in Scotland.  The Act is wide ranging but incorporates key parts of the Getting It Right For Every Child approach, commonly known as GIRFEC.   
 GIRFEC seeks to ensure that the wellbeing needs of children and young people are met and 
protected consistently and effectively wherever they live, play or learn.   A key principle behind GIRFEC is to ensure a high level of national standard across 
Scotland and develop a consistent approach for all children and young people.  In order to achieve this there are 3 key elements now in place across the country:  

1) A shared description of how those working with children and young people understand and consider a child or young person’s wellbeing – known as the 
SHANARRI Wellbeing Indicators.  2) Making a Named Person available as a clear point of contact for children, young 
people and parents, who will provide advice, information, and support, and help to access other services if needed. 

 3) A single planning framework – the Child’s Plan – to ensure a consistent approach to how a range of extra support is planned, delivered and coordinated to meet a child’s 
specific needs and circumstances. This plan is developed in partnership with the child and their parent(s).  

Within a sporting context, the two primary areas of concern are developing a robust understanding of the SHANARRI wellbeing indicators and how these may present in a sports 
context and understanding the role of the Named Person and how sports organisations can feed into this.  As such this briefing paper will not go into great detail regarding a Child’s Plan however further information on this topic is available at: 
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0050/00500764.pdf   
   



What is ‘wellbeing’? 
 
Wellbeing sits at the heart of the GIRFEC approach and reflects the need to tailor the support and help that children, young people and their parents are offered to support their 
wellbeing. A child or young person’s wellbeing is influenced by everything around them and the different experiences and needs they have at different times in their lives.    
To help ensure that children, young people, parents, and the services that support them share a common understanding of what wellbeing means, the Scottish Government have 
identified eight indicators of wellbeing commonly known as SHANARRI.    
 

  
 
How are the SHANARRI indicators used? 
 
Each child is unique and there is no set level of wellbeing that children should achieve however each child should be supported to reach their full potential as an individual. The wellbeing indicators help make it easier for everyone to be consistent in how they consider 
the quality of a child’s or young person’s life at a particular point in time.  
Families and people working with children and young people can use the wellbeing indicators to identify what help a child or young person needs in order to help them access the right support, services or advice.  All services working with children and young people, 



and those who care for them, must play their part to promote, support and safeguard children and young people’s wellbeing. 
SHANARRI in Sport  
Below we have given some examples of how sport can contribute to SHANARRI indicators for children and young people.  Please note though that this is not an exhaustive list and the role of sport in supporting wellbeing may vary for each individual child.  

  
Looked at individually these indicators simply highlight some of the widely recognised benefits of youth participation in sport however when looked at as a whole they can give a framework to look at the whole child and the environment that surrounds them in order to 
recognise where support may be required.  
GIRFEC highlights the need for all adults working with children and young people, in any capacity, to understand the principles of wellbeing and the role that they can play.  It is 
therefore important not to underestimate the vital role that sports organisations can play in identifying when abuse or harm may be occurring.  The very fact that sport can provide a 

•A vigilant coach or volunteer may be the person to pick up concerns about a child's safety.
•An athlete may turn to a trusted coach or volunteer to share a worry or concern.Safe
•A sports coach may be the first person to recognise that a child's coordination or balance isnot developing as you would expect, which could indicate a developing need.
•Sport is recognised a a key protective factor supporting young people to maintain goodphysical, mental and emotional health.

Healthy
•Sport can provide an opportunity for children and young people to learn new skills and progress in an activity they enjoy.
•Young people can experience winning and losing in a supportive environment, helping them to develop life skills like confidence, self-esteem, pride and resilience.  

Achieving
•Sport can provide a  safe, welcoming and supportive environment in which children can grow and develop as valued individuals.
•Coaches and volunteers have a real opportunity to be positive role models who nurture children and young people both as a person and as an athlete.

Nurtured
•Sport and physical activity promotes overall wellbeing, confidence and self esteem for children and young people.
•Sport can provide an opportunity for young people to take up an active role within their community.

Active
•Coaches, volunteers and officials should treat each child as an individual and find value in each child's contribution.
•Sport can provide an opportunity for children and young people to engage with others in an inclusive and respectful environment.

Respected
•Sport can provide an opportunity for children to take ownership of their own learning and development.
•Sport can provide an opportunity for young people to take on a leadership role or support their peers.

Responsible
•Sport can be a neutral ground where children from a range of backgrounds can engage in shared interests.
•Sports organisations can ensure that children are included in decisions which affect them  by consulting them on things like codes of conduct, club values  or voting for team captains.

Included



safe environment where children can grow in confidence and engage with trusted adults provides a protective factor in itself. 
  
What do I do if I identify a wellbeing concern? 
 Where concerns are identified, which do not relate to a child being in immediate risk of harm 
but rather a longer term wellbeing need, individuals concerned can contact a child’s Named Person who is then responsible for pooling concerns and identifying possible mechanisms 
for support.  Where there is a risk that a child is at immediate risk of harm this information should still be shared with police or social work services.  
 The Named Person Scheme 
 Most children and young people get all the support they need from their parents, wider family 
and community, but sometimes, and often unexpectedly, they may need a bit of extra help. Many parents say that when they need help it’s not available or they don’t know who to go to. The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 therefore introduced the Named 
Person Scheme.    
Named Person ensures that there is someone who is responsible for helping them get the support they need if and when they need it.  Under the Scheme every child in Scotland from birth to 18 (and their parents/carers) will have access to a Named Person to help them get 
support if/when they need it.  
A Named Person will be a clear point of contact if a child, young person or their parents want information or advice, or if they want to talk about any worries and seek support.  
In order to allow for the necessary training and infrastructure to be developed by each local authority the Scottish Government allowed for a bedding in period meaning that the Named 
Person scheme will come into force fully on August 31st 2016.   Who will be the Named Person? 
 A Named Person will normally be the health visitor for a pre-school aged child and a headteacher (or depute head in larger schools) form primary aged children and a headteacher or guidance teacher for secondary aged young people. 
 The Named Person duties are integrated into their current role and strengthen the support 
they currently provide, formalising their role as a clear contact for children, parents and other people working with them.  For sport and other non statutory agencies, a key strength of the 
Named Person scheme will be that it is easy to identify a single key point of contact for any child about whom you have a concern.  
 What will a Named Person actually do? 
 The Named Person will be available to listen, advise and help a child or young person and their family and provide direct support or help them access other services. For example, a 
health visitor might ask for help from a speech and language therapist, or a guidance teacher may put parents in touch with a local bereavement counselling service. 
 



They will also be a point of contact for other services if they have any concerns about a child’s or young person’s wellbeing.  It is important to note that anyone working with children 
and young people in any capacity can feed concerns in by contacting a Named Person.  
 
 
What will happen if a concern is raised or help is requested?  
When the child or young person, their family, or someone who works with them asks for help 
or raises a concern, a Named Person will carefully consider the situation by asking five key questions: 
 1. What is getting in the way of this child’s or young person’s wellbeing? 2. Do I have all the information I need to help this child or young person? 
3. What can I do now to help this child or young person? 4. What can my agency do to help this child or young person? 
5. What additional help, if any, may be needed from others?  
The Named Person will then discuss this with the child or young person and their parents/carers, and where appropriate, with other professionals, to get the help the child, young person or family need. They will then support the child, young person and their 
parents to access appropriate help. Each situation will be unique to the child or young person, and the way they are supported will be tailored to their individual needs. 
 A Named Person will only offer advice or support in response to a request from a child or parent, or when a wellbeing need is identified.  They can help a child, young person or their 
parent(s) address their concerns early and in some cases avoid bigger concerns or problems developing. There is no obligation for a family to accept the offer of advice or 
support from a Named Person.   What role can sport play in supporting GIRFEC and the Named Person Scheme? 
 
GIRFEC recognises that all adults working with children and young people, whether paid or in a voluntary capacity, have a role to play in protecting the wellbeing needs of children and young people and sports organisations are no different.  All coaches and volunteers involved 
in sport whether at local club level or on performance pathways has a responsibility to safeguard the children and young people they come into contact with.   
 All adults working with children and young people should ensure that they have a robust understanding of the SHANARRI wellbeing indicators and that they are confident in using 
them to identify signs of possible abuse, harm or wellbeing concerns.  
In addition, sports organisations should ensure that all staff, coaches and volunteers know about the Named Person Scheme and how and when to get in touch with concerns.  Each 
local authority area in Scotland have now produced area specific guidelines on who will be the appointed Named Person in that region so clubs should be directed to get a copy from their local authority GIRFEC team.  Where there is any doubt about the Named Person for a 
specific child, the easiest way to get clarification is to contact the school which the child attends and ask to speak to their Named Person.  Many sports organisations have therefore 
opted to ask for the name of each child’s school as part of the registration / membership form in order to capture this information.  
 



Where does the Named Person sit within current reporting structures? 
 
Below is a flowchart identifying where the named person sits within the reporting structure.  You will note that boxes in blue have been in place for some time and the new sections in 
green are where a Named Person may be approached.   
  
   
  
  
   
  
   
  
   
  
   
  
   
  
  
   
  
   
  
  

Is the child at immediate risk of harm? 

Concern about a child – based on observation / disclosure / information from others 

Yes No 

Take steps to 
ensure child’s immediate safety 

Refer to Police or Social Work and 
follow their advice 
on further action 

Concern that child 
may be experiencing abuse 

Concern about the 
child’s general wellbeing 

Contact child’s 
Named Person to discuss your 

concerns 

Follow advice from Police / Social Work 
on who informs 
parents/carers 

Where reasonably practicable 
ascertain the views of child / young person (taking into account age and maturity) 

Where reasonably practicable 
ascertain the views of child / young person’s parents/carers   

*See information below about seeking views of parents/carers 



*Do I need to inform parents / carers that I am contacting a Named Person? 
 
It is always best practice to engage with parents and carers on matters involving their child’s wellbeing so it is important to seek the views of parent(s) / carer(s) before contacting the 
Named Person unless to do so would place the child or young person at further risk of harm.  When considering whether or not to seek the views of parents/carers you should consider: 
 1. The views of the child or young person – do they have strong feelings about what 

information is shared with their parent/carer and reasons for this? 2. Will seeking the views of parents/carers place the child or young person at further risk of harm? 
  Case Studies 
 
Below are 4 case studies which demonstrate how sports organisations can link with the Named Person.  
Hannah’s Story Hannah (12) attends her local netball club.  She is normally very good at attending but 
recently her attendance has become sporadic and when she does attend Hannah seems tired and distracted.  The club coach speaks to Hannah, explaining what they have noticed and asking if there is anything worrying her.  Hannah tells the coach that her mum has been 
very unwell recently so Hannah has had to help out more at home, looking after her mum and her two younger brothers.  Sometimes mum can’t put her younger brothers to bed so 
Hannah stays home to help and misses practice.  The coach asks Hannah if it would be ok for them to call mum and chat through how the club could help.  Hannah agrees.  During the discussion with mum the coach finds out that Hannah’s mum suffers from MS and that 
during a relapse she really struggles to do everything at home and that although mum feels terrible that Hannah misses out on the chance to play sport with her friends, mum really 
needs her for help.  The coach suggests to mum that they could contact Hannah’s Named Person and they may be able to signpost to some other forms of support.  Mum is extremely grateful.  The coach contacts Hannah’s Named Person who then liaises with social work 
services and the local young carers project to ensure that both Hannah and mum receive some extra support.   
 Jake’s Story Jake (14) has not been himself in practice recently.  When his coach asks if everything is ok 
Jake discloses that he is being bullied at school for being gay.  The coach asks Jake if he has spoken to his parents or the school staff about the bullying and Jake explains that he 
hasn’t said anything because he is worried about a very negative reaction from his parents who do not know that he is gay.  After a discussion Jake about possible ways to address the 
bullying issue, the coach contacts Jake’s Named Person at the school who can address the bullying in the environment where it is happening and coordinate support for Jake there.  The coach explains to the Named Person that Jake has not disclosed his sexuality to his 
parents yet and would like bullying addressed without this information being shared with them.  The named person and coach agree that in this instance it is in Jake’s best interest to 
respect his wish for his parents not to be informed at this stage.  The Named Person will now coordinate support for the bullying issue at school and both the coach and Named Person will check in regularly with Jake to see if things have improved for him. 
  
  



Beth’s Story Beth (8) has recently joined her local sports club.  During training sessions the coaches have 
noticed that Beth’s behaviour can be quite challenging.  Beth often gets upset and lashes out when coaches change drills or when other children do something that she thinks breaks 
the rules of the game.  The coaches agree that the time spent tackling her challenging behaviour can be really disruptive in sessions and can prevent Beth from being able to enjoy the sport fully.  The head coach decides to speak to Beth’s dad at the next training session.  
During the conversation Beth’s dad explains that Beth has an autistic spectrum disorder and that they are aware her behaviour can be challenging at times.  Dad explains that Beth has a 
support worker at school and that the school have implemented a range of approaches to her behaviour which appear to be working well for her there.  With Dad’s permission the coach contacts Beth’s Named Person at school and the Named Person is able to share 
information with them about some of the strategies which have worked for Beth at school such as giving her plenty of notice when things are about to change, using flashcards etc.  
The coaches are then able to try some of these at the sports club and find that Beth’s behaviour really improves. 
 Andrew’s Story Andrew (3 ½) attends the local toddler football sessions.  Over recent sessions the coach 
has noticed that Andrew doesn’t seem to be as physically able as some of the other children his age.  In particular Andrew’s balance isn’t very good and his feet seem to land differently 
when running.  The coach mentions their concerns to Andrew’s mum at the end of the session and she tells the coach that she had noticed this herself but assumed it was just a phase he would grow out of.  The coach explains to mum that they are not a medical 
professional but that as this has been something that has been noticed over a number of sessions it may be worth a quick chat with the health visitor. Mum explains that it can be 
difficult to get an appointment at their local GP surgery so with mum’s consent the coach contacts Andrew’s Named Person (his health visitor) and they arrange a home visit to check that Andrew is developing physically as he should. 
  Links for Further Information 
 The Scottish Government website contains lots of information on GIRFEC and Named 
Person as well as contact information for the GIRFEC Team at: http://www.gov.scot/Topics/People/Young-People/gettingitright  
 For information or case specific advice on how your sports organisation can connect with GIRFEC and the Named Person Scheme you can also contact our team at: Safeguardinginsport@children1st.org.uk or on 0141 419 1156  


